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MRI climbs to 77%

Market Risk Index
Elevated

Market Risk Index climbed slightly again this week. Our Psychology
and Monetary composite went to battle with another big
deterioration in Psychology almost completely offset by a sizeable
improvement in our Monetary composite score.

77.0%
Category Percentiles
Psychology - P4

What struck us this week within our psychology composite – we
couldn’t remember a time that our Volatility score was at its max
positive score while our Option Activity category was edging close to
its max negative score. In other words, there have been ridiculous
levels of call option buying given bear market levels of volatility. We
looked, and while it was rare, it has happened before. All of the
instances were in the late 90s and the bulk of them occurred in 1999
and 2000. These are not normal times.
There was a major buy signal on one of our favorite measures of
stock market breadth this week, the High Low Logic Index – the NYSE
version not the US stock market version. It’s an effective indicator
and doesn’t give buy signals like this often. It hit levels that have only
occurred near ever major bear market low over the last 40 years.
Like the other breadth breakout caveats that we gave last week, this
one too is coming much later, after a larger percentage move off the
lows, and with stocks closer to all-time highs than ever before. It has
also never come with valuations this high and with a yield curve this
shallow. Again, these are not normal times. No doubt, the Fed’s
historic, and controversial levels of intervention, as well as the
special circumstances surrounding of our current pandemic triggered
recession are generating unique anomalies.
Improvement in the monetary composite is beginning to make the
largest weekly moves in quite some time. However, the
improvements are being throttled by the largest shift and worst
reading in our Lending and Leverage category since 2008. Lending
and Leverage is growing rapidly, as corporations are using the Fed’s
cover to issue more debt and draw on credit lines to raise emergency
cash. It’s the first time this category has been negative since 20152016 inside the monetary composite. Corporate debt has reached
all-time highs when you’d normally expect debt issuance to be in
retreat. We saw banks behave similarly during the 2008 market
environment, but the non-financial corporate sector is much larger.
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Market Risk Index scales from 0 to 100%.
Higher readings correspond with higher risk
markets. Scores below 25% are bullish.
Scores between 25-75% are neutral, and
scores above 75% are markets vulnerable to
major drawdowns.

As challenging and historically unprecedented an environment that
this has proven to be, our process and framework for quantifying drawdown risk continues hold our attention
and give us confidence and a road map. MRI crossed above our 75% high drawdown risk threshold on June 5th,
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three days before short-term market FOMO hit its crescendo. Absent a bearish shift in our Trend measure,
there’s a chance that this summer could produce a major monetary and psychology fueled improvement in the
Market Risk Index, with little support from our valuation composite. We would increase equity allocations as a
result, but it would be a short-lived cycle.
Levered Bulls to Bears
Assets in levered bullish ETFs and mutual funds surged to all-time record highs in June. Assets it inverse, bearish funds
retreated, but remain elevated. The ratio between the two aren’t approaching frothy levels from February, but they are still
high. The combination of speculative activity in both levered and inverse assets correlate with volatile markets, and highly
volatile markets are ones where investors should tread lightly and remain patient.

NASDAQ to NYSE Volume Sentiment
NASDAQ to NYSE Volume Sentiment has started to roll over from euphoric levels – the highest levels on this indicator since
the early 1980s.
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NYSE High Low Logic Index
One of our favorite indicators of market breadth signaled a major buy signal at the end of last week, but it’s also the first
one to come this far off the lows with valuations this stretched and such a shallow yield curve, so it’s an anomaly in that
regard and makes for the riskiest buy signal that the indicator has ever had. Our broader, US High Low Logic Index, was
close but has yet to give the same buy signal.

Short-Term Sentiment Composite
Through Thursday’s close, short-term psychology snapped back. Given Friday’s stock market weakness and the move higher
in volatility, we’re expecting this indicator to give another major push into the pessimism category.
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Consumption Related Search Activity Peaked Days Before the Stock Market in June

The Level of Fed Stimulus Implies A Lower Dollar Is Coming
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Growth to Value Is Acting Toppy

Popular Perma-Bears Threw in the Towel Right as the Market Peaked
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Many International Equity Markets Have Rarely Been Cheaper

Source: Bloomberg

The Crowd Was Right?
It’s unprecedented to have a bear market bottom with so many new stories containing the word buy.
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The Dispersion Between the Cheapest and Most Expensive US Stocks Grows More Extreme

Robinhood Effect – A Boom for Retail Market Makers
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Savings Rates Surge to 60 Year Highs

Source: Bloomberg

Crazy Coincidence?
Equity markets hit the wall right as the Fed’s balance sheet stopped its weekly expansion.
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Buyback Announcements Fall Below 2009 Levels

Corporations are Levering Up
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Options Volumes Smashing Records

Small, Retail Call Option Buying Hit Dot Com Era Levels in June

Source: SentimenTrader
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Asset Management – Portfolio Lineup

The essence of investment management is the management of risks, not the management of returns.
– Benjamin Graham
Select Dividend – Bottom up risk managed dividend portfolio of up to 40 stocks that can hold cash and fixed
income when markets aren’t presenting attractive individual equity opportunities. Portfolio built upon Cypress
Capital’s own metrics that measure dividend quality and safety. The portfolio is divided 75/25 into payers and
growers. Payers are stocks with above average yields and a long-term history of paying dividends, where the
dividend is perceived to be safe. Growers are companies with high total shareholder yields and perceived to be
high quality, franchise companies. The portfolio is generally made up with familiar, household names.
Global Allocation – Multi-asset class portfolio that invests in low cost exchange traded funds across eight asset
classes based upon the margin of safety offered by each asset class in an effort to avoid significant drawdowns.
Strategic Income – Disciplined, value biased income portfolio that practices patience in awaiting excellent risk
reward opportunities in fixed income. Disciplined in its refusal to reach for yield and put capital at risk of
permanent impairment.
Asset Neutral – Absolute return focused multi-asset class portfolio that allocates assets based upon the margin
of safety offered in each asset class. Portfolio can go defensive and hold up to 100% cash in some environments.
US Opportunity – Concentrated value portfolio of up to 50 stocks that increases allocations to cash and fixed
income when the margin of safety offered by equities is too narrow. Portfolio quantitatively buys the cheapest,
highest quality stocks that it can find. Quantitative sell discipline sells individual holdings based on value and
momentum factors.
Contact us for more information.
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